Internal (Service) Menu

Cash Counters
Sales Counters
Card Counters (Does not appear in earliest software revisions)
Token Counters (Does not appear in earliest software revisions)
Free Vend Accounting (Does not appear in earliest software revisions)

Test Modes
Test Vend
Test Select Switches
Test Display
Test Relays

Set Prices
Column 1 - Column 12
Compressor
Fan
Lighting
Heater

Space to Sales
Option 1 - Option 9
Recommended SIS
Custom SIS

Set Selection Depth
Clear Settings?
Selection 1 - Selection 12

Configurations
C1  C2  C4  C5  C6  C7  C8  C9  C10  C12

Revert to Defaults

Return to Sales (Appears here only if C2 is set to "0")

Optional Menu Items (These items will appear if C2 is set to "1")

Exact Change Only
Coin Pay Out

Set Discounts
Enable Discounting
Start Time
Stop Time
Discount Selections
Discount Amount

Start Day
Stop Day
Selection 1 - 12

Selection Blocking 1
Enable Blocking
Start Time
Stop Time
Blocked Selections

Selection Blocking 2
Enable Blocking
Start Time
Stop Time

Selection Blocking 3
Enable Blocking
Start Time
Stop Time

Set Time / Date
Year
Month
Date
Hour
Daylight Savings
Display Time

OFF
AUS
EU
NA

Refrigeration
Conservation
Start Time
Stop Time
Degrees
Set Point
Storage Temperature
Display Temp

Start Day
Stop Day
Start Hour
Stop Hour

Lighting Control
Enable Control
Start Time
Stop Time

Start Day
Stop Day
Start Hour
Stop Hour

Preview Password

Set Language
English
French
German
Italian
Portuguese
Spanish
Slovenian
Finnish
Norwegian
Custom

Manual Over-Rides
Free Vend
No Vend
Selection Blocking
Discounting
Lighting
Refrigeration

Return to Sales

High Visibility
Vendor
Programming Flowchart
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